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GENERALIZED JACOBI MORPHISMS IN VARIATIONAL 
SEQUENCES 
MAURO FRANCAVIGLIA* AND MARCELLA PALESE** 
ABSTRACT. We provide a geometric interpretation of generalized Jacobi morphisms 
in the framework of finite order variational sequences. 
Jacobi morphisms arise classically as an outcome of an invariant decomposition of 
the second variation of a Lagrangian. Here they are characterized in the context of 
generalized Lagrangian symmetries in terms of variational Lie derivatives of general­
ized Euler-Lagrange morphisms. We introduce the variational vertical derivative and 
stress its link with the classical concept of variation. The relation with generalized 
Helmholtz morphisms is also clarified. 
1. ІNTRODUCTION 
Our framework is the calculus of variations on finite order jets of a fibered manifold. 
More precisely, we consider the geometrical formulation of this framework in terms 
of variational sequences introduced by Krupka [17, 18]. As it is well known, in this 
formulation the variational sequence is defined as a quotient of the de Rham sequence 
on a finite order jet prolongation of a fibered manifold with respect to an intrinsically 
defined subsequence, the contact subsequence. Standard objects of the calculus of vari-
ations can be interpreted as sheaf sections and morphisms in the variational sequence, 
which turns out to be an exact resolution of the constant sheaf 1R over the relevant 
fibered manifold. 
This work belongs to a series of papers concerned with the geometгic and alge-
braic characterization of variational objects in the framework of variational sequences 
in field theories. Starting from a suitable representation of generalized Lagrangian, 
Euler-Lagrange morphisms and Helmholtz-Sonin morphisms as sections of sheaves of 
vector bundles (earlier pгovided in [14, 21, 24, 25, 26]) we introduced the variational 
Lie derivative as an operator acting on the sheaves of the variational sequence and 
we gave a suitable representation of symmetries and Noether Theorems together with 
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their interpretation in terms of conserved currents [7] as well as a geometric proof of 
the existence and globality of superpotentials in gauge-natural theories [8, 5]. Further-
more, in a recent paper [6] we provided a suitable geometric description of the second 
variation of a generalized Lagrangian, by showing that the variational Lie derivative is 
a functor on the category of variational sequences. In this note the Jacobi morphisms, 
which arise as an outcome of an invariant decomposition of the second variation of a 
Lagrangian (see e.g. [1, 23] and [2, 3, 4, 9]) are characterized in the context of gen-
eralized Lagrangian symmetries in terms of variational Lie derivatives of generalized 
Euler-Lagrange morphisms. 
As it is well known from a classical view point, the Jacobi equations of an action 
functional arise from the second variation , which governs the behaviour of the action 
itself in the neighbourood of critical sections, allowing to distinguish between minima, 
maxima and degenerate extremals. Historically they were related to the so-called 
accessory problem (see, e.g. [1, 23]), where they are directly obtained as the variation 
of the Euler-Lagrange "equations of a given Lagrangian. In other words, the solutions 
of the Jacobi equations are vector fields which 'deform' (families of) solutions of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations into (families of) solutions. More recently in [2, 3, 4] it was 
shown how to recast (up to divergencies) the system formed by the Euler-Lagrange 
equations together with the Jacobi equations for a given Lagrangian as the Euler 
Lagrange equations for a 'deformed Lagrangian'. 
We shall here provide a geometrical characterization of the second variation (see e.g. 
[1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 23]) of a Lagrangian in the framework of finite order variational sequences. 
To this purpose, we introduce the notion of iterated variation of a section as an i-
parameter 'deformation' of the section by means of vertical flows and thus define the 
i-th variation of a morphism which is very simply related to the iterated Lie derivative 
of the morphism itself. Relying on previous results of us [7] on the representation of 
the Lie derivative operator in the variational sequence we can then define an operator 
on the quotient sheaves of the sequence, the variational vertical derivative. We stress 
some linearity properties of this operator and show that it is a functor on the category 
of variational sequences. Making use of suitable representations of the variational 
vertical derivative we relate the second order variation of a generalized Lagrangian 
with the variational Lie derivative of generalized Euler-Lagrange operators associated 
with the Lagrangian itself. In [6] we stated the Theorem concerning the functoriality of 
the variational vertical derivative operator. Here we give a more explicit and detailed 
proof of this result and stress the aspects concerned with variational symmetries. 
We show then that Euler-Lagrange equations as well as Jacobi equations, for a given 
Lagrangian A, can be obtained from a unique variational problem for the Lagrangian 
SX (the variational vertical derivative of A), in terms of its generalized symmetries, 
which turn out to be solutions of the classical Jacobi equations along critical sections. 
In this way we recover the recent result formulated in the geometric framework of jet 
bundles [2, 3, 4] as well as a classical result of e.g. [9]. The Lagrangian characterization 
of the second variation of a Lagrangian in the framework of jet bundles has been in 
fact considered in [2, 3, 4, 9]. 
As an outcome of the intrinsic representation of the second order variation of a 
generalized Lagrangian, the afore mentioned invariant decomposition is geometrically 
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interpreted here as a simple and direct application of the representation of the varia-
tional Lie derivative of vaгiational morphisms provided in [7], together with a suitable 
version of a global decomposition formula of vertical morphisms due to Kolář [10, 11]. 
The generalized Jacobi moгphism is then гepresented as a new geometric object in 
the variational sequence. It turns out that the generalized Jacobi morphism is closely 
related with the generalized Helmholtz morphism. The latter is the skew-symmetric 
part of a moгphism uniquely defined in terms of the generalized Euler-Lagrange mor-
phism, as introduced by Vitolo [25] and studied in [14]. The former aгises fгom an 
invaгiant integration by parts of the morphism mentioned above. 
2. VÀRIATIONAL SEQUENCES ON JETS OF FIBERED MANIFOLDS 
Our fгamewoгk is a fibeгed manifold ҡ : Y -» X, with dim_Y = n and dimУ = 
n-fm (see e.g. [22]). 
For r > 0 we are concerned with the г-jet space JrY; in particular, we set J0У = У. 
We recall the natural fiberings тгj : JГУ —> J5У, r > s, ҡ
r : JrY -> X, and, among 
these, the affine fiberings ҡr_^. We denote by VY the vector subbundle of the tangent 
bundle ГУ of vectors on У which aгe vertical with respect to the fibering ҡ. 
Charts on У adapted to ҡ are denoted by (xx,yг). Greek indices \,џ,... гun fгom 
1 to n and they label base coordinates, while Latin indices i,j,... run from 1 to 
m and label fibre coordinates, unless otherwise specified. We denote by (д\,дi) and 
(dx,dг) the local bases of vector fields and 1-forms on У induced by an adapted chart, 
respectively. 
We denote multi-indices of dimension n by boldface Greek letters such as a = 
( a ь . . . , a n ) , with 0 < aџ, џ = 1,... ,n; by an abuse of notation, we denote with 
Л the multi-index such that aџ = 0, if џ ф Л, aџ = 1, if џ = \. We also set 
| a | := ai Ң + an and a ! := a\\... an\. The charts induced on JГУ are denoted by 
(xx,ya), with 0 < | a | < г; in particulaг, we set y
г
0 = y
x. The local vector fields 




For г > 1, we consider the natural complementary fibered morphisms over the affine 
fibeгing JrУ -> Jr_iУ induced by contact maps on jet spaces 
Д:JrУ xTX-ïTJ^Y, д:JrY x ГJ r_iУ -> VJr_iУ, 
X Jr.\Y 
with coordinate expгessions, for 0 < | a | < г — 1, given by 
Д = d л ® Д л = dл®(ÔA + y І + л ð f j , д =t?І®ð« = « - y І + A d
л ) ® Ô ? . 
We have the following natuгal fibered splitting 
(1) JrY x T'Jr-iY=(jrY x T*x) Ćr-i[У], 
Jr-ìY \ Jr-lY J 
* * 
where Cr_i[У] :=imtЈ* and the canonical isomoгphism Cr_i[У] ~ JrУ x V*Jr_iУ 
Jr-\Y 
holds true (see [17, 18, 19, 22]). 
The above splitting induces also a decoщposition of the exteгior difierential on 
У, (7гЈ.+1)*o d = dң + dy, where dң and dү are called the horizontal and vertical 
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differential, respectively. The action of dң and dy on functions and 1-foгms on JrY 
uniquely characterizes dц and dy (see, e.g., [22, 25] for more details). 
If / : JrY -» JR is a function, then we set D\f := Дл/, Da+л/
 : = D\Daf, where 
the operator Dд is the standard formal derivative. 
A projectable vector field on У is defined to be a pair (H,£), where E : У -» TY 
and £ : X -» T.X" are vector fields and S is a fibered morphism over £. A projectable 
vector field (H,£) can be conveniently prolonged to a projectable vector field (j rH,£), 
the coordinate expression of which can be found e.g. in [7] and [16, 19, 22]. A vertical 
vector field on У is a projectable vector field on У such that £ = 0. 
The following sheaves will be needed in the sequel. 
p 
i. Foг г > 0, the standard sheaves Л r of p-forms on JrУ. 
p p 
ii. For 0 < s < г, the sheaves 7ť(r,в) and Hr of horizontal forms, i.e. of local fibeгed 
p p 
morphisms over ҡr and ҡr of the type a : JrУ -» ЛT*JSY and /? : JrУ -» ЛT*X, 
respectively. 
p p 
iii. For 0 < 5 < r, the subsheaf C(r,5) C H(Гìa) oî contact forms, i.e. of sections 
p p * P P 
OL Є /H(ГfS) with values into Л(Cđ[У]). There is a distinguished subsheaf Cr C C(r+i,r) 
p P 
of local fibered morphisms a Є C(r+i.r) such that a = Лimt9* + 1 [У]oâ , wheгe ã is a 
p 
section of the fibration Jr+iУ X ЛV*J r У -» Jr+iУ which projects down onto JrУ. 
JrУ 
According to [25], the fibered splitting (1) yields naturally the sheaf splitting 
p P-t 
7Ѓ(r+l,r) = ^ ^ (
r+1»г) л tLr+x, 
ł=0 
p p-t t p p 
which restricts to the inclusion Ar C © ? = 0 C r A ?/ r + 1 , where "H^i : = h(Ar) for 
p 
0 < p < n and h is defined to be the restriction to Ar of the projection of the above 
splitting onto the non-trivial summand with the highest value of t. 
2.L General ized Euler-Lagrange and He lmhol tz-Sonin morphisms in vari­
ational sequences. We recall now the theory of variational sequences on finite order 
jet spaces, as it was developed by Krupka in [17]. By an abuse of notation, denote 
by dkerh the sheaf generated by the presheaf dkevh. Set 0 r : = ker/i + dkeih. The 
diagram following Definition 2.1 is commutative and its rows and columns are exact. 
De f init ion 2.1. The bottom row of the below diagram is called the r-th order vari­
ational sequence associated with the fibered manifold Y -» X. 
• 
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The quotient sheaves in the variational sequence can be conveniently represented as 
follows [25]: 
i. If k < n, then the sheaf morphism h yields the natural isomorphism 
Ik : A r / 0 r -+ Wj + 1 := Vr : [a] .-> h(a). 
ii. If k > n, then the projection h induces the natural sheaf isomorphism 
/* : (-l /0r) -> C'Cr A W?+1) /h(dk^h) := Vr : [a] H> [fc(a)]. 
n 
We remark that a section A £ Vr is just a Lagrangian of order (r + 1) according to 
n+l 
the standard literature; furthermore, £n(A) € V r coincides with the standard higher 
order Euler-Lagrange morphism £(A) associated with A. 
I n 
Let Q G Cr A W r + 1 . Then there is a unique pair of sheaf morphisms 
1 n 1 n 
(2) Ea e C(2r.t0) A %2r-ri » ^a € C(2r<r) A K2r+i, 
such that ( T r ^ t 1 ) ^ = Ea — Fa, and Fa is locally of the form Fa = d//pa , with 
1 n - l 
Pa £ C(2r-ifr-i) A U 2 r (see e.̂ r. [11, 25]). 
n+l n+l 
Definition 2.2. Let 7 £ A r . The morphism I-^) G V r is called the generalised 
Euler-Lagrange morphism associated with 7 and the operator £n is called the gener-
alised Euler-Lagrange operator. Furthermore pn^) is a generalised momentum associ-
ated with K/.(7). 
• 
1 1 n 
Recall (see [25]) that if (i £ C, A C(,.o) A Ws, then there is a unique morphism 
Hß Є C ( 2 5 | 5) 0 C(2í,o) Л K 2 в 
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such that, for all S : Y -> VY, Ep = C\ (j2sZ®Hp), where r3:=jsEj/3, C{ stands • 
for tensor contraction and J denotes inner product. Then there is a unique pair of 
sheaf morphisms 
1 1 n 2 n 
(3) Hp £ C(2,,3) A C(2a,o) A %2s, Gp £ C(2s,s) A U2s, 
such that 7r̂ s*/3 = Hp-Gp and Hp = \ A(Hp), where A stands for antisymmetrisation. 
2 n - l 
Moreover, Gp is locally of the type Gp = dfjqp, where qp £ C2s-.\ A M2s-i, hence 
n+l 
Definition 2.3. Let 7 € A r . The morphism HdEhh) is called the generalised Helm-
holtz morphism and the operator £n+\ is called the generalised Helmholtz operator. 
Furthermore qdEh^) is a generalised momentum associated to the Helmholtz morphism. 
• 
Coordinate expressions of the morphisms EQ and Hp can be found e.g. in [14, 25]. 
2.2. Symmetries in variational sequences. Making use of the sheaf isomorphisms 
aboveand of decomposition formulae (2) and (3), in [7] we proved that the Lie deriv-
ative operator with respect to the r-th order prolongation jrE of a projectable vector 
field (S,£) can be conveniently represented on the quotient sheaves of the variational 
sequence in terms of an operator, the variational Lie derivative CjrE. Here, we adapt 
the representation to the case when S is a vertical vector field as follows: 
n 
i. If p = n and A £ Vr, then 
(4) CjrEX = S j£(\) + dH(jrEjPdvx); 
n+l 
ii. If p = n -f 1 and n £ V r, then 
(5) CjrEn = ^Ejrj) + £d„(j2r+iS). 
n 
Definition 2.4. Let S be a variational vector field on Y and let A £ Vr be a gener-
alized Lagrangian. Then S is called a variational symmetry of A if £/r+i- ^ = 0-
• 
_ n + 1 
Definition 2.5. Let S be a variational vector field on Y and let rj £ V r be a gener-
alized Euler-Lagrange morphism. Then S is called a variational generalized symmetry 
of *7-f Chr+lEr] = 0. • 
3. VARIATIONS 
We shall here introduce variations of a morphism as multiparameter deformations 
showing that this is equivalent to take iterated variational Lie derivatives with respect 
to vertical vector fields. 
We define the i-th variation of a section and introduce the z-th variation of a mor-
phism of the kind a : JrY -> AT*JrY along the section a in terms of the pull-back 
by means of the r-th prolongation of the i-th variation of a section a : X —r Y. 
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Definition 3.1. Let a : X —> Y be a section and i any integer. An i-th variation of 
a is a smooth section r t : J x X -» Y, 0 G I C R*, such that Tt(0) = a. • 
In other words, Tt is a i-parameter smooth deformation of a. 
Let Hi , . . . , Ht be vertical vector fields on Y and let r t (*i , . . . , U) be an z-th variation 
of the section a such that 
U('i.0.-.0)|«I=o = Si<>'. 
O n 
---j(*i,*2,o,. . . ,o)| t 2 = 0--32or,-(*1 >o, . . . ,o)> 
. . . , 
op 
-^---(<i,t2,... ,u-uU)\ti=0 = Sior t(*i,*2 , . . . ,t t_i,o). 
In this case we say that i\ is generated by the i-tuple (Hi,. . . ,Ht). 
We have thus the following characterization of Tt as the variation of a by means of 
vertical flows. 
Proposition 3.2. Let 0*fc, with 1 < k < i, be the flows generated by the vertical vector 
fields Hfc. Then for the Tt generated by (Hi,. . . ,Ht) we have: 
(6) r t ( * i , . . . , * t ) - = < o . . . o ^ . o a . D 
Definition 3.3. Vertical vector fields on any fiber bundle which 'deform' sections as 
above are called variation vector fields. • 
3.1. Variations of morphisms and Lie derivative. We define the i-th variation 
k 
of a fibered morphism a : JrY —y AT*JrY along a section a. We prove a Lemma 
which relates the i-th variation with the iterated Lie derivative (see e.g. [13]) of the 
morphism itself. Furthermore we provide a proof of the relation between the variation 
of the morphism and the vertical exterior differential (see e.g. [11]) which can be used 
to show the relation between the second order variation of a Lagrangian morphism 
and Lie derivative of the associated first order variation. 
k 
Definition 3.4. Let a : JrY -> f\T*JrY and let Tt be an i-th variation of the section 
a generated by an i-tuple (Hi, . . . ,Ht). We define the i-th variation of the morphism 
a to be 
(7) *a:= wr^y ..-(«°;-r.(...... ,*.)). • 
The following Lemma states the relation between the i-th variation of a morphism 
and its iterated Lie derivative (see also [9]). 
Lemma 3.5. Let a : JrY -> AT*JrY and Ljr£k be the Lie derivative operator with 
respect to jrEk-
Let Ti be the i-th variation of the section a by means of the variation vector fields 
Hi, . . . ,Ht on Y. Then we have 
(8) 5ia = (jr*yLjrEi...Ljrzia. 
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Proof. It follows from the application of Proposition 3.2 to Definition 3.4. \QBD\ 
In the following Lemma we show that the first order variation 6X:=S1X of X is 
simply related to the vertical differential of X (see also [10, 16]). 
n 
L e m m a 3.6. Let a be a section ofY,Ea variation vector field on Y and X € A r . 
Then we have 
(9) 5\ = jr<r*(jrEjdv\). 
Proof. In fact we have 
SX = jrc*CjrEX = jra*(Zj£(X) + dH(jrEjPdvX)) = 
jrc*(Ej£(X) + (jrEjdHPdvX)) = jr(T*(jrEjdvX), 
since E J dH = dHEj, for any vertical vector field E on Y. \ME 
For notational convenience, in the sequel we shall denote with a superimposed bar 
all objects defined on the vertical prolongation VY and with two bars those defined 
on the iterated vertical prolongation V ( l l y ) . 
We can then characterize the second order variation of A as follows. 
n 
Proposi t ion 3.7. Let X 6 (Ar)y and a be a section ofY—y X. Let Ei , E2 be two 
variation vector fields on Y and let E2 be a variation vector field on VY, which projects 
down onto E2. Moreover, let d, £ andp be the exterior differential, the Euler-Lagrange 
morphism and the momentum morphism on VY, respectively. Then we have, with a 
slight abuse of notation: 
(10) 62\ = LjrBJ\ = 8LjrE2\. 
Proof. We apply the above Lemma, the decomposition formula (2) and the fact that 
dHS = SdH, which follows directly from the analogous naturality property of the Lie 
derivative operator. io-s.pi 
3.2. T h e ver t i ca l de r iva t i ve . Let Y -> X be a fibered manifold. For reasons 
which shall be clear later, in the following we shall denote by VY and SY the vertical 
subbundles of TY, with respect to the projections over Y and X , respectively. 
P 
Defini t ion 3.8. Let a : JrY —> AT*JrY be ap-form on JrY. The vertical derivative 
of a is the morphism 
(11) Sa : 5JrY ->S(AT*JrY), 
P 
defined as the restriction of the tangent map Ta : TJrY -j> T(AT*JrY) to SJrY, 
where SJrY is the vertical subbundle of TJrY with respect to the projection over X . 
• 
Proposition 3.7 admits the following equivalent formulation, which will be used in 
the sequel. 
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n _ _ _ 
Proposition 3.9. Let A G (Ar)y and a be a section ofY—tX. Let __1; __2, E2, d, S 
andp be as defined in Proposition 3.7. Then we have 
(12) S2X = jr<r*(E2j£(E1j£(X)) + dH(jr+1E2jpdvE2 j £ { x ) + S(jrE2jPdvX)). 
Remark 3.10. Let VJrY stand, as usual, for the vertical subbundle of the bundle 
TJrY -> y . We have the following splitting. 
(13) S(V*JrY) __ V*JrY 0 (V*JrY x V*JrY). 
In fact, S(V*JrY) is a vector bundle over V*JrY. The zero section of S(V*JrY) —•> 
V*JrY induces a splitting V*JrY -> S(V*JrY) of the following exact sequence of 
vector bundles 
0 -> V(V*JrY) -> S(V*JrY) -> V*JrY -r 0. 
Furthermore, the isomorphism V(V*JrY) ~ (V*JrY x V*JrY) holds true (see [9].) 
• 






x,df,df), with 0 < |A| < r, are local 
coordinates on T(VJrY) and a local basis of tangent vector fields on VJrY, respec-
tively. 
Example 3.11. If the coordinate expression of a is given by 
* = &"£* n^B A . . . A <4h A d^ A ... A d»p , 
then we have 
*« = [^(og-rfi^^Jyi + ^(aM::^+1...,_)yii< A ... A qh A d^ A ... A d»>. 
• 
Remark 3.12. The sequence VJrY —> Jry —> X induces a sequence 
T*X -> T(JrY) -> T*(VJ ry), 
and then we have the inclusions Ur <-> A(T*JrY) «--> A(T*VJry). D 
We can then state the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.13. The vertical derivative 5 preserves the contact structure, i.e. if (J € 
(Cr)Y then SP e (Cr)vY. 
By a straightforward calculation it is easy now to prove the following Theorem. 
p 
Theorem 3.14. Let a : JrY -» AT*JrY. Let d, d be the exterior differentials and S, 
S the vertical derivatives on JrY and SJrY, respectively. We have: 
(14) dSa = Sda. 
Proof. We have 
Sda = af (#(a))#yl + #(_)& + 0„(#(a))yii" = dSa. EMI 
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Remark 3.15. Owing to the linearity properties of dyA, we can think of the operator 





This property can be obviously iterated for each integer t, so that one can analogously 
define an i-linear morphism 8X. • 
4. VARIATIONAL VERTICAL DERIVATIVES 
In this Section we restrict our attention to morphisms which are sections of sheaves 
in the variational sequence. We shall recall some results of ours [6] by defining the i-th 
order variational vertical derivative of morphisms, since the i-th variation operator 
passes to the quotient in the variational sequence, due to the fact that 8\ as well as 
L~i (see [7]), preserve the contact structure. 
n 
Proposition 4.1. Let a £ (Vr)y. We have 
[8ia] = 8i[a], 
where we set 8* := C~.i • • • £zY • 
Proof. In fact, from the above Lemma, we have 
[fa] = jr<-*[Ls. ...LSla]= jr^n.... £2l[a]:= S'[a], 
Definition 4.2. We call the operator 8* the i-th variational vertical derivative oper-
ator. 
• 
This enables us to represent variations of morphisms in the variational sequence. 
Proposition 4.3. Let a E (Vr)y. Let d, d be the exterior differentials and 8} 8 the 
variational vertical derivative on JrY and 8JrY', respectively. We have: 
(16) d8a = 8da. 
We can thus state the following important result (see also [6]). 
Theorem 4.4. The operator 8 is a functor defined on the category of variational 
sequences. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.7, Equation (10), Remark 3.15 and Lemma 4.1. 
\QED\ 
Then the functor 8 associates the sequence associated with the fibration Y —> X 
to the sequence associated with the fibration VY —> X and this can be summarized 
in the following diagram. 







£.+l( V r )y 
n+l 
--n+2 
ІH (V \ £n - ŕv \ £n+l - ? ЃV \ £n+2 П — * \Уr)vү ( V r)vү £>n+\( V r)vү * ü 
dи £n Л+.1 ^n. +1 ŕ n+1 (Vг)v(VУ) —- ( V r)v{VY) - £n+l( V r)v{VY) 
'n+2 
0 
Proposition 3.7, Remark 3.15 and Equation (10) give us the following character-
ization of the second order variation of a generalized Lagrangian in the variational 
sequence in terms of generalized symmetries of the Euler-Lagrange operator associ-
ated with the first order variation of the Lagrangian itself. 
n * n 
Proposition 4.5. Let X £ (Vr)y, SX G {Vr)vY- We have 
(17) 82\ = £(E2j5\) + Hdix(E2), 
1 1 n 
where Hd$x is the unique morphism belonging to C(2r,r) ®C(2r,o) A W2r such that, for all 
E.i : Y -+ VY, E-Ejd$x = C\(j2r'E.i®Hd^x), and C\ stands for tensor contraction. 
Proof. In fact we have 
(18) ó2\ = 5£jrE2\ = Cjr*2S\, 
so that the assertion follows by a straightforward application of the representation 
provided by Equation (5) and by linearity properties stressed in Remark 3.15. \QGD\ 
Remark 4.6. Notice that the same invariant decomposition can be obtained by ap-
plying Remark 3.10 to Proposition 3.9. 
4.L Generalized Jacobi morphisms. The following is an application of an ab-
stract result due to Kolaf [12], concerning a global decomposition formula for vertical 
morphisms. Hereafter the canonical isomorphism JrVY ~ VJrY is obviously under-
stood. 
Lemma 4.7. Let p. : JaY -> Ck[VY] AAT*X, with 0<p<n and let dHr\ = 0. Then 
we have ft = Ep + Fp, where 
(19) Eц : J2,+kVY -> C0[VY] Л ЛT*X, 
P-» 
and locally, Fp = dHMp, with Mp : J2a+k-XVY -> Cfc_i[VY] A A T*X. 
Proof. Following e.g. [11, 12, 25], the global morphisms Ep and dHMp can be evalu­
ated by means of a backwards procedure. 
\QED\ 
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Now, it is very easy to see from Remark 3.15 and by means of a simple calculation 
that the following holds true. 
Lemma 4.8. Let x ( A ) - - ^ A . We have x(A) : J2rY -> Cr[VY] A (AT*X) and 
dnxW = 0. 
Thus, as a straightforward application of Lemma 4.7, we obtain our main result 
which consists in a suitable geometrical interpretation of the second variation of a 
generalized Lagrangian and provides a new characterization of the Jacobi morphism 
in the framework of variational sequences. 
Theorem 4.9. Let x(A) be as in the above Lemma. Then we have 
X(A) = Ex{x) + Fx{x), 
where 
(20) Ex{x) : J4rY -> Co[VY) A (AT'X), 
* n - 1 
and locally, Fx(A) = dHMx(\), with MX(A) : J4r-iY -> Cr_i[VY] A A T*X. 
Remark 4.10. If the coordinate expression of x(A) is given by 
where fi^ are contact forms on J^VY, the corresponding coordinate expressions of 
Ex(\) and Mx(>) are respectively given by 
%) = Wf«, 
MxW = M?
+x0aAux. 
We have, in particular 
with 0 < |/3| < k. D 
Definition 4.11. We call the morphism J(X):=EX[\) the generalized Jacobi mor-
phism associated with the Lagrangian A. 
• 
Remark 4.12. The Euler-Lagrange equations together with the Jacobi equations for 
a given Lagrangian A can be then obtained out of a unique variational problem for 
the Lagrangian <£A, in terms of its generalized symmetries, which are solutions of the 
classical Jacobi equations along critical sections. In this way a classical result [2, 3,4, 9] 
is recovered in a very general setting and represented in terms of sections of sheaves 
in the variational sequence. • 
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